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Abstract: With the continuous development of artificial intelligence technology, its application in various fields has gradually expanded, including preschool education management. This paper aims to explore the application of artificial intelligence in preschool education management, focusing on its role in the optimization of educational resources, personalized teaching, student behavior analysis, etc. By analyzing the existing research results, this article will explore the advantages and challenges of artificial intelligence in preschool education management, and look forward to the future development trend.
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1. Introduction

Preschool education is an important stage in children's growth process and plays an important role in cultivating children's comprehensive quality. However, there are many challenges in preschool education management, such as unbalanced resource allocation and difficult teaching personalization. In recent years, the rapid development of artificial intelligence technology has provided a new way to solve these problems. This article will deeply discuss the application of artificial intelligence in preschool education management, analyze its advantages and challenges in different aspects, and provide new ideas for the improvement of preschool education management.

2. Application of Artificial Intelligence in The Optimization of Educational Resources

(1) Intelligent recommendation of teaching materials
With the continuous progress of education and the prominence of individual differences, a set of standard teaching materials can no longer meet the learning needs of all students. The emergence of artificial intelligence provides a new solution for the personalization of educational resources. The textbook intelligent recommendation system can accurately recommend textbooks suitable for each student's level and preferences according to their interests, abilities and learning process. By analyzing students' learning history, answer performance and other data, the system establishes students' learning portraits, so as to provide teachers with targeted suggestions. This not only helps to improve students' enthusiasm for learning, but also promotes the maximization of learning effect.

(2) Course resource management
In the traditional preschool education management, the allocation and management of teaching resources often face some challenges, such as waste of resources and unbalanced allocation. Artificial intelligence technology has played a positive role in this regard. By analyzing a large amount of teaching data and student feedback, artificial intelligence can help preschool institutions better understand the popularity, difficulty and other factors of each course, so as to optimize the design and arrangement of the course. In addition, artificial intelligence can also recommend suitable teaching resources according to the characteristics of different courses, so that teachers can teach more efficiently.

(3) Optimization of teaching environment
The classroom environment has an important impact on the learning and growth of students. The application of artificial intelligence in the optimization of teaching environment is mainly reflected in the monitoring and adjustment of the classroom environment. Through sensor and data analysis, artificial intelligence can monitor the temperature, humidity, lighting and other factors of the classroom in real time, and then carry out intelligent control. This helps to provide a more suitable learning environment for students and create conditions conducive to learning and concentration, so as to improve students' learning effect.

The application of artificial intelligence in the optimization of educational resources can not only improve teaching efficiency, but also fully respect the individual differences of each student, making education closer to the needs of students. However, this application also faces some challenges and tests. First of all, the privacy of educational data needs to be properly handled to protect the security of students' personal information. Secondly, the accuracy and accuracy of artificial intelligence algorithms are crucial to the credibility of the recommended system. In addition, the optimization of educational resources also needs to take into account the differences between different regions and schools, as well as the coordination with educational and teaching concepts. In a word, the application of artificial intelligence in the field of educational resource optimization requires a balance between technology, ethics and actual educational needs in order to achieve the best results.

3. Application of Artificial Intelligence in Personalized Teaching

(1) Learning style analysis
Each student has a unique learning style and preferences, but traditional teaching often adopts a standard teaching method, which is difficult to meet the needs of different students. One of the primary applications of artificial intelligence in personalized teaching is learning style analysis.
By analyzing students' behavioral data in the learning process, such as learning time, answer speed, wrong question analysis, etc., artificial intelligence can deeply understand each student's learning style. Based on these analysis results, teachers can adjust teaching strategies to provide more suitable learning methods and resources for each student, so as to maximize the learning effect.

(2) Intelligent tutoring

The core of personalized teaching is to provide customized teaching programs and tutoring content for each student. Artificial intelligence technology makes intelligent coaching possible. By analyzing students' learning history, answer performance and knowledge mastery, artificial intelligence can design a personalized learning plan for each student. The intelligent tutoring system can not only provide corresponding teaching content according to students' weaknesses and needs, but also adjust the plan according to the learning progress at any time to ensure that students' learning path is optimal.

(3) Emotional recognition and adjustment

Emotions play an important role in learning, affecting students' learning enthusiasm, emotional state and learning effectiveness. Artificial intelligence can identify students' emotional state by analyzing their voice, expression and behavior data. When identifying students' emotional fluctuations, the system can automatically adjust the teaching strategy and take corresponding intervention measures. For example, when students show anxiety or boredom, the system can provide encouraging information or relaxing activities to help students adjust their emotional state and better participate in learning.

The application of artificial intelligence in personalized teaching makes education more humane and flexible. However, achieving effective personalized teaching also requires overcoming some challenges. First of all, personal privacy and data security issues need to be fully protected to ensure that students' sensitive information is not abused. Secondly, personalized teaching requires teachers to have more educational skills and be able to fully understand and apply the suggestions of artificial intelligence systems. In addition, the effect of personalized teaching also needs to be regularly evaluated and adjusted to ensure the effectiveness and continuity of the teaching program.

The application of artificial intelligence in the field of personalized teaching provides every student with a better learning experience and opportunities. Through learning style analysis, intelligent coaching, and emotional recognition and adjustment, artificial intelligence can help the education community better meet the personalized needs of students. However, effective personalized teaching requires comprehensive consideration of technology, educational concepts and ethics. Only through continuous exploration and practice can a more intelligent and humane education system be realized.

4. Application of Artificial Intelligence in Student Behavior Analysis

(1) Learning behavior analysis

Students' learning behavior is an important way to understand their learning status and problems. The application of artificial intelligence in student behavior analysis can gain insight into students' learning mode, learning interest and learning motivation by collecting and analyzing students' behavior data in the learning process. For example, students' stay time in learning, click path, access frequency and other data can reveal their interest in different knowledge points. Through these data, teachers can better understand students' learning situation and support personalized teaching.

(2) Behavior prediction and intervention

Artificial intelligence technology can not only analyze students' existing learning behavior data, but also predict students' possible learning behaviors. By establishing a student behavior model, artificial intelligence can predict the learning difficulties and learning bottlenecks that students may encounter. Once a problem is predicted, the system can automatically intervene and provide corresponding teaching resources, exercises or tutoring suggestions. This kind of immediate behavioral intervention can help prevent further deterioration of the problem and promote students' learning progress.

(3) Behavioral feedback and improvement

Another important application of student behavior analysis is to provide teachers with behavior feedback and suggestions for improvement. By analyzing students' behavioral data, artificial intelligence can identify students' strengths and weaknesses and provide teachers with targeted evaluation. For example, for students who make rapid learning progress, they can be encouraged to maintain a good learning attitude; for students who make slow learning progress, additional tutoring resources and suggestions can be provided. This personalized behavioral feedback helps to stimulate students' learning motivation and overcome learning difficulties.

The application of artificial intelligence in the field of student behavior analysis can better understand students' learning needs and problems, and provide more support and guidance for teachers. However, this application also needs to overcome some challenges. First of all, the collection and analysis of student behavior data needs to be recognized by students and parents, which involves privacy and security issues. Secondly, the analysis of student behavior requires advanced artificial intelligence technology to ensure the accuracy and reliability of the analysis results. Finally, behavioral analysis needs to be combined with teaching practice to ensure that the analysis results can effectively guide teachers' teaching behavior.

The application of artificial intelligence in the field of student behavior analysis provides new perspectives and tools for education management and teaching. Through learning behavior analysis, behavior prediction and intervention, and behavior feedback and improvement, artificial intelligence can help teachers better understand students, guide teaching, and promote students' learning progress. However, this application also needs to fully consider privacy and technical issues to ensure that the application of artificial intelligence in student behavior analysis can achieve the best results. Only by striking a balance between technology, ethics and practice can we achieve the long-term sustainable development of artificial intelligence in preschool education management.

5. Conclusion

The application of artificial intelligence in preschool education management provides a new way to improve the quality and efficiency of education. By optimizing educational resources, realizing personalized teaching and analyzing students' behavior, it can better meet students' learning needs. However, the application of artificial
intelligence also needs to be treated with caution, and it needs to be balanced between technological development and ethical supervision to ensure the long-term sustainable development of preschool education management.
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